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Body Wisdom Energy Healing 
Module 7 

Part 4:  Fifth and Seventh Level Surgery 

Fifth Level Surgery 

This is a technique for pulling in divine guidance and allowing yourself to be used as a conduit for your 
“divine helpers” to work through.  It can be done when you know there is massive repair work to do that you 
may feel is beyond your scope of reference.  When these situations arise, you can call on the assistance of 
your guides and angels and allow them to do the work through you. 
 
Remember that the fifth level grid is the template for physical existence.  It is like the photograph image of the 
physical body.  To effect permanent and lasting change in the physical body, it is highly beneficial to make 
those changes beginning in the fifth level.  Perform fifth level surgery when yo0u feel there is more healing to 
be done in a certain area that is beyond what you can do physically with a chelation or other healing 
techniques.  I have personally found that this is a good tool to help alleviate physical pain. 
 
Here’s the technique: 
 

1. Begin by doing a regular chelation, removing clouds and mucus on second and fourth levels.  You many 
also want to perform any other techniques first. 

2. Set the intention to do fifth level surgery. 
3. Hold the fifth level and place hands together over the area that is need of healing.  Sink in.  DO NOT 

move hands until guides are done and leave OR unless directed to do so. 
4. Once you feel the guides are finished, integrate the area on all levels (holding each level and 

smoothing, filling with rose light, as needed, etc.) 
5. Chelate up from the place you were working. 
6. Close as usual. 
7. Client may notice relief from some pain.  Or client could be sore in that spot for a few days. 

 
Seventh Level Surgery 
 
Many times when the auric field is disfigured on the fifth level, it is disfigured on the seventh level, as well.  In 
this case, ketheric template restructuring or “Seventh Level Surgery” needs to also be done.  Seventh level 
work is very different from fifth level work in that the healer is very active.  The healer must concentrate on 
keeping their level high enough to be “plugged in” to hear the guidance of the client’s guides and angels, as 
well as her/his own.  This area is truly governed by guidance, much different than what we have done up to 
now.  It usually consists of 2 major parts:  cleaning and restructuring the grid structure of the organs, muscles, 
nerves or other parts of the body and cleaning and restructuring the chakras.  During the process, the guides 
come down over the shoulders and into the hands and arms of the healer.  Tiny golden threads come out of 
the fingers of the healer, which move very rapidly as guided.   Below are some loose guidelines on what to do, 
but always defer to guidance: 
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1. Do a basic chelation. 
2. Clear on second and fourth levels (clouds and mucus). 
3. Do 5th Level Surgery, then, rather than closing, move into 7th. 
4. To do this, set the intention to hold 7th level, and wait until you feel the energy move in. 
5. Then, following guidance, move to the part of the body that needs healing on this level. 
6. If this involves an organ, the organ will be removed.  If it involves a chakra, it will be removed.  If it 

involves both, work on the organ first, then the chakra. 
7. Lift the organ out with your energy fingers and allow it to hang in space while you clean the ketheric 

grid of the organ and repair it.  Do the same thing with the area that holds the organ.  This will look like 
shooting those feathery golden fibers from your hands and literally restructuring the organ or chakra.  
Once the space is repaired and restructured, spray both the organ and the space with white light to 
sterilize it.  Replace the organ and fill with cottony white light which acts as an internal anesthetic. 

8. Seal the area with golden light as a bandage. 
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for the chakras involved. 
10. Once the area is clear and sealed, lightly chelate up from the surgical area. 
11. Close as usual. 
12. Once again client could experience immediate pain relief and/or could be sore for a few days. 

 


